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Fasffold A time saving device to assist with the folding down
of Premier, Contour, Contour Plus and Economy folding tables.

Double inserts (feet)

for Contour, Economy folding tables
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A6001 Big Foot Set

Double inserts (feet)

Big Foot Ensure your tables and benches will not sink into soft
ground when used outdoors. Can also be used as floor
protectors. Sold in packs of 4.
Replacement parts - incur a postage and package fee charged at cost (Minimum £2.50).
To Order: Select product
Accessories
A9001
Fastfold speedy folding tool
A9002 Fastfold holder
Big foot set (pack of 4)
A6001
Replacement Parts
M0102014 Leg retainer block
M0101006 Leg strap
M0103001
Premier, Contour Plus double inserts (feet)
M0101001
Contour, Economy double inserts (feet)
M0115003 Universal, Vantage foot
M0135001
Enviro Foot

Universal / Vantage Feet

for Premier, Contour Plus folding tables

£10.00
£3.75
£5.00

£3.00
£1.00
£0.40
£0.40
£0.50
£0.60

Replacement Legs
Contour, Economy table leg replacement
S0040000
S0039000
Premier, Contour Plus table leg replacement
S0040000/B Premier, Contour, Economy - Bench leg replacement

£15.00
£25.00
£15.00

When ordering replacement legs - please state the length of the table and the height
required. The height is measured from the floor to the top of the table. Two replacement
legs are required to repair a complete table.
Replacement legs - carriage charge £12.50 per carton (contains between 1 and 6 legs).
Replacement Parts
M0102016 Grip follower (4 required per table)
M2528004 Table trolley replacement mat (2 required for large)
M2528003 Replacement trolley strap (2 required for large)
M2540016 Replacement Round table trolley strap
M2526001
Replacement standard caster wheel
M2526002 Replacement brake caster wheel
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£1.50
£15.90
£3.75
£6.50
£13.50
£14.00

All prices are exclusive of VAT
Postage & packaging replacement parts £2.50
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